Molecular dynamics simulations of a cyclic-beta-(1-->2) glucan containing an alpha-(1-->6) linkage as a 'molecular alleviator' for the macrocyclic conformational strain.
The conformational preferences of a cyclic osmoregulated periplasmic glucan of Ralstonia solanacearum (OPGR), which is composed of 13 glucose units and linked entirely via beta-(1-->2) linkages excluding one alpha-(1-->6) linkage, were characterized by molecular dynamics simulations. Of the three force fields modified for carbohydrates that were applied to select a suitable one for the cyclic glucan, the carbohydrate solution force field (CSFF) was found to most accurately simulate the cyclic molecule. To determine the conformational characteristics of OPGR, we investigated the glycosidic dihedral angle distribution, fluctuation, and the potential energy of the glucan and constructed hypothetical cyclic (CYS13) and linear (LINEAR) glucans. All beta-(1-->2)-glycosidic linkages of OPGR adopted stable conformations, and the dihedral angles fluctuated in this energy region with some flexibility. However, despite the inherent flexibility of the alpha-(1-->6) linkage, the dihedral angles have no transition and are more rigid than that in a linear glucan. CYS13, which consists of only beta-(1-->2) linkages, is somewhat less flexible than other glycans, and one of its linkages adopts a higher energy conformation. In addition, the root-mean-square fluctuation of this linkage is lower than that of other linkages. Furthermore, the potential energy of glucans increases in the order of LINEAR, OPGR, and CYS13. These results provide evidence of the existence of conformational constraints in the cyclic glucan. The alpha-(1-->6)-glycosidic linkage can relieve this constraint more efficiently than the beta-(1-->2) linkage. The conformation of OPGR can reconcile the tendency for individual glycosidic bonds to adopt energetically favorable conformations with the requirement for closure of the macrocyclic ring by losing the inherent flexibility of the alpha-(1-->6)-glycosidic linkage.